Thats On The Rise Here: Seek Ways Of Prevention

by MAURIL GILLON

In an earlier article in The Lawrentian, a request was made of students about the series of thefts that have recently been plaguing the campus. The problem, then occurring within the conservatory, has since filtered throughout the entire University, victimizing nearly every area on campus.

A few reported instances of these widespread thefts are: complete costume stolen from the Black Cultural Center; numerous records stolen from the Law Library and the Law school dormitories; lamps from lounges; money stolen from vending machines.

According to Mr. Lauter, Dean of Men, these thefts fall into two categories: 1) theft in which items are removed from their original location; and 2) "borrowing" without permission. Although there may be the intent to return, object is often mistook or left behind. This is often the case with library books which students neglect to check out.

Whatever the case, however, the last results that these thefts, which occur regularly, are "an infringement upon the rights of others that cannot be unchecked."

China Expert Talks On Foreign Policy

(LEIN) - Donald Klein, professor of political science at the East Asian Institute of Columbia University before joining the Law School, will be the featured speaker at the dedication of Lawrence University's U.S.-Soviet Relations Research Center in Appleton, Wisconsin at 7:45 p.m., Tuesday, Feb. 15, in Lawrence Hall.

He will talk, "The Role of Foreign Affairs in Chinese Politics," and be scheduled here approximately one year after President Nixon's visit to Communist China on Feb. 21.

Klein has spent nine years in the Far East, working with Air Force Intelligence and subsequently as a civilian on Chinese Communist political affairs. He was an official of the Foundation, as advisor to the Union Research Institute in Hong Kong from 1962 and 1964. He is currently a consultant to the National Library of Japan on U.S.-China relations.

Author of numerous articles on China, Klein currently serves as a member of the advisory editorial board of The China Quarterly journal and as a general editor of the Praeger Library of Chinese Affairs. He has had several appearances on television, radio, and at forums on China.

Sociology Dept. Gets First Prof

The sociology department is finally becoming a reality with the appointment of the first chairman, Parker Marden, who comes to Lawrence from Cornell University in Ithaca, New York. He will assume the position of Associate Professor in Sociology in September.

Marden is 33 years old and holds a B.A. from Amherst College in Maine and an M.A. and Ph.D. from Brown University. He is married and has two children. Marden has taken two research fellowships at the East Asian Institute of Columbia University before joining the school. This is a two-year appointment as fellow and chairman, and he also has been visiting chair and chairman for the last two years on the Seminar on Modern China at Columbia.

Gorde to Visit Fox Cities

Albert Gore, former U.S. Senator from Tennessee, will be speaking at the opening of the Fox Cities/Muske for President Headquarters on the second floor of the Mark's at 3:45 on Monday afternoon.

Although Gore has been a "dissident" in "Southern politics," he was one of the few visitor-sponsored programs in the Nixon's 1970 campaign to unseat anti-war spokesman in Congress.

Goldgar Committee Advises Elimination of 5 Committees

by MORIN MILLER

There exists among the faculty the general feeling that they spend too much time on committees. There are six committees: 1) the Committee on Admissions and Financial Aid, 2) the Committee on the ACM, 3) the Committee on the Library, 4) the Foreign Study Committee, 5) the Committee on the Intercollegiate Athletics for Men, 6) the Committee on the ACM, 7) the Committee on the ACM.

The committee preceded on the principle that whenever possible, administrative work should be done by administrative personnel and that faculty members should concentrate on matters of academic policy. In studying the committee structure at Lawrence, it is indicative that additional warning be imparted to the students. Lawrence has no concrete answer as to whether the students, the faculty, or the public are the situation. They are advised to be especially careful of their activities and to notify both the police and their parents of stolen property.

Peterson Speaks Out for Muskie

by STEVE WINTER

Why Muskie? That was the question Don Peterson tried to answer to a small gathering of students and Appledore residents Wednesday night. Mr. Peterson first talked of his efforts at reforming the Democratic party and revivifying the national convention process.

Presently National Democratic committee from Wisconsin, Mr. Peterson described their experiences at the 1968 Democratic convention, which convinced him of the need for reform in the nomination process.

Discussing the need for a middle of the road candidate in our political system, Mr. Peterson stated that the leading candidates for the 1972 nomination are predominantly liberal. Mr. Peterson said that, "ruling the candidates on any scale, there are no centrist candidates, they are all liberal."

After this brief discussion of the political process, Mr. Peterson turned his reasons why he supports Muskie for the 1972 Democratic nomination. Mr. Peterson still sees the issue of peace as paramount and that Muskie had the Vietnam and the continuation of civilizational casualties despite the apparent American de-eskalation.

Peterson also discussed Muskie's views on racism, the civil rights movement, and the urban problems. The leading candidate from the South, Mr. Peterson, is Edmund Muskie. He is an attorney, Lindahl, Fardy, and Humphrey although mayors or former have had an entire process of dealing with our urban problems. He cited Muskie's membership on the congressional committee of intergovernmental relations and his responsibility to the Model Cities bill in 1966. The other major reason for Peterson's support of Muskie is his being on the "middle of the road" for the national party in 1972. Mr. Peterson feels that the candidates represent some to the right and some to the left. Muskie is the one candidate who is a real candidate for the American people, he thought the electorate and voted for Richard Nixon in 1972.

Peterson delivered a speech to the students and Appledore residents on the need for a middle of the road candidate.
Comprehensives
In a few short weeks, comprehensives will have come and gone, and little will have been done to change them.
In recent years, certain basic changes have been to the structuring of comprehensives. Each department now has the opportunity to structure their examinations around the requirements of their discipline rather than sticking to the standard examination format. Several departments have done this and students in others are in the process of designing new approaches to comprehensives.
But these attempts at solutions avoid the real issue. As long as formal requirements exist, comprehensives only re-present students and faculty alike.
requirements can accomplish what they were set up to do. Departments requiring courses rapidly dwindles that coming examination.
A student must have done special studies in his field, why should he have to spend so much time reviewing for one examination.
all with paying more attention to the interests and needs of
They must systematically drop the heavy, dead weight.

Adults at 18?
The Wisconsin Assembly has recently passed a measure providing for the age of legal adulthood to be lowered from 21 to 18. Among other things, the measure provided for the lowering of the legal age for drinking hard liquor, signing contracts, and getting married without parental consent.

From a practical viewpoint, the provision allowing the under-21 crowd to drink hard liquor often just down the block, many more 18-year-olds will hopefully keep their cars at home. And drunken driving or not to commit oneself to a contract holding oneself liable for judgment to decide whether or not to get married or whether or not to commit oneself to a contract holding oneself liable for payment on a car or a student loan.

There is no denial that many 18-year-olds can indeed make sound economic decisions. But the existence of 18-year-olds making special efforts to be in college will probably not result in a great young marriage.

One result of this work will be the appearance of Senator Henry Jackson. Democratic Presidential candidate from Washington at Lawrence on February 23.
The.SaveChangesAsync at Mrs. McGovern on Tuesday, February 15, was another result of the political activity. Mrs. McGovern spoke to Lawrence students on a personal level emphasizing her role as part of a team with her husband. She mentioned such questions as Vietnam, unemployment, pollution, and the hungry and hopeless as important issues in this election.

Mrs. McGovern also stressed the great influence the Wisconsin campaigning will have on the upcoming election and the importance of active support now.

Campus Notes

Professor Donald Klein from Columbia University's East Asian Institute will deliver the last lecture in the symposium on "U.S. — S.S.R. — China" at 8:30 p.m. on Tuesday, February 15, 1972. He will speak in the Riverview Lounge. His subject is "The Role of Foreign Policy in the Chinese Leadership."

The Classics department is offering a course on the history and influence of the Bronze Age, taught by Mrs. Carmel McCullum Barry, ext. 439. For details.

Senator Henry Jackson, Democratic Presidential candidate from Washington, will be here February 23. She suggested that voters check and compare the records of the candidates. She felt that her husband's record would not only show his extensive work but his consistency throughout his career.

She added that her husband possessed "great faith in the people, great faith in the country, and great faith in himself."

One question arose concerning Senator McGuiness's share the wealth program. Mrs. McGovern spends two out of every three dollars on defense. After sketing a few details she added that her husband's program would provide better and adequate defense with less money and without "overkill."

When asked what she would do should she become the first lady, Mrs. McGovern commented that she would work with infant education and the promotion of greater local participation and community projects.
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“Black English” Cited As Linguistic Racism

by SUE JAN SKY

“Linguistics and Racism” was the topic presented Tuesday in a lecture by Professor Sol Saporta, chairman of the linguistics department at the University of Washington. Dr. Saporta has worked as director of the Linguistics Society of America's Linguistic Institute and contributed to several scholarly journals. His appearance was sponsored by the Public Occasions committee.

The sizable audience listened with interest as Dr. Saporta talked, using no microphone or notes. Constantly putting his hand to his mouth, he defined his points with anecdotes and examples, both verbally and on a blackboard.

"Black English", the dialect spoken by most American blacks, served as the prime example of linguistic racism. To explain his conclusions, Dr. Saporta cited three positions education has taken with regard to "Black English".

The first position is the myth of elevation. "This is not atypical, merely the story told to prepare blacks for using the only language they know. The blacks were brought to a situation where they couldn't communicate, even with each other (because of different African languages). They developed a pidgin language, which the following generation learned as a native language. What we've done, asserts Dr. Saporta, is commit institutional racism; punishing blacks for using the only language they know."

"This is not atypical, merely the gap between American liberal rhetoric and conservative policy," claimed Dr. Saporta.

Other examples touched upon included trying to teach the deaf and blind to communicate by signing and using a pool skill and trick shooting.
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Ellis Jazz Band Performs Wed.

Lawrence will continue its unusually musical winter term with the appearance Wednesday night of the Don Ellis Jazz Band in the chapel. Ellis has performed at the Newport and Monterey Jazz Festivals, and with groups ranging from Glenn Miller's band to the New York Philharmonic.

Ellis' band has issued two LP's from Columbia Records, and performed the score to the motion picture "The French Connection." Ellis has been described as playing "music for everybody."

While jazz is Ellis' forte, he is not averse to innovation and has composed a "Symphony" for two orchestras and a trumpet which was presented in Los Angeles with the aid of that city's philharmonic and conductor Zubin Mehta.

A Down Beat reviewer gave Ellis and his changes credit for doing "More than his share to expand the potential of the big band." In addition to his innovations, he is known for an extremely diverse repertoire. His albums include music from "academic-type material" to "jazz standards" to "pie-in-the-face musical heresies."

Fellini's 1st Feature Shown Here Monday

The Italian film, Variety Lights, the first feature directed by Federico Fellini, will be shown Monday, Feb. 14, at 7:30 p.m. in Youngchild as part of the International Cinema Series.

The film is centered around one of Fellini's favorite subjects, the world of show business. In short, a down and out vaudeville troupe are engaged in shoddy one-night stands, but delude themselves that they will eventually achieve success.

Fellini depicts the performance and their milieu with great humor, insight, and attention to realistic detail. The backstage atmosphere, and the pitiful second-rate performers who think they are artists, derive from Fellini's experience, and are present in many of his films.

There is more hope and less cynicism in Variety Lights than in most of his later works. In the style of surrealism in which Fellini the film-maker grew, he produces a texture of reality in which the viewer can know characters as remote from his own experience, and can yet feel their very presence.

Bill Vickery, director of the Albert Camus Center for the Humanities, will introduce the film and also lead a question-discussion period following.

REMEMBER OUR BIG BOOK SALE ON FEBRUARY 21st

WE HAVE MANY BOOKS ON CHINA
NIXON'S PEKING TRIP by Hon
CHINA THE ROOTS OF MADNESS by Stuart
CHINA AFTER THE CULTURAL REVOLUTION
RED STAR OVER CHINA
WOMEN'S LIBERATION
SEXUAL POLITICS by Millet
WOMEN'S ESTATE by Mitchell
FEMININE MYSTIQUE by Friedan

POLITICS IN 1972
PRACTICAL POLITICS 1972 by Pohl
PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONS by Polsby and Wildavsky

NEW PAPERBACKS

THE PRESIDENT by Pearson
A blistering novel of Washington in the 1970's about a president elected by only 33 per cent of the vote.

THE MAKING OF A SURGEON by Nolan
A wise, funny, and sometimes tragic account of the five years of internship of a young doctor which is a step-by-step chronicle of the blood and guts process by which he acquired the kind of skill one would have to depend on in an emergency.
by JEROME ISAACS

"Eiffel Tower: Review"

Magic is difficult to come by these days. Jean Cocteau's Eiffel Tower has been pursued in the vicinity of any good gladly, regardless of the condition of the public and the criticism of the critics. The Eiffel Tower is youthful Cocteau, a unique piece of theatrical sleight-of-hand, and not necessarily alone. Students, townies, professors, anyone who may have something bothering him or her can't be answered, or just need of someone to turn to a number of organizations in the Appleton community. Two of them, Friends Inc. and the Appleton Pastoral Counseling Center, involve people connected with the Lawrence University campus.

Friends Inc. is a telephone referral service, operated by trained personnel from both Lawrence and the city proper. It has two telephones open all the time and deals with subjects ranging from drugs, alcohol, suicide, the draft, to personal and boy-girl relationships. It is a completely autonomous non-profit organization. The volunteers go through an extensive training program, but are unlicensed, non-professionals. They can and do refer those who call to qualified professionals for additional aid.

Various volunteers are employed in watching over the flow of drugs into the area, for not only do they desire to check on the quality of the harder stuff. Friends Inc. has been operating only for a short time, and has had over 200 calls, but still would like to reach more of the community. A publicity campaign will be initiated shortly for just this. Any newcomers who answer the volunteers in service are asked to call the Appleton Pastoral Counseling Center, or Gary Boisets, the head resident of Treser Hall. Pastoral Counseling Center is a professional, non-denominational organization that brings together the healing power of religious faith and the resources of modern psychology. The center is available at the center, pre-marital and marital counseling, religious or existential counseling, group therapy and adolescent counseling. The number is 739-5519, and it is located at 324 E. South River Street.
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Glória Steinem To Speak
At UWGB Conference

(UWGB)—"New World for the Second Sex," in the theme of a conference planned for Feb. 22 and 23 by the University of Wisconsin-Green Bay.

Opening the activities will be Glória Steinem, a national spokeswoman on sexual equality, and Floreynce Kennedy, a prominent black New York attorney and civil rights leader. The two will speak at 8:15 p.m. Tuesday, Feb. 22, in the Preble High School auditorium, 241 S. Danz Ave., Green Bay.

Miss Steinem, editor of the new feminist magazine Ms., and contributing editor to New York magazine, has been named "Woman of the Year" by McCall's.

Miss Steinem combined her interests in politics and the women's movement last year when, along with Shirley Chisholm, Betty Friedan and Bella Abzug, she helped to organize the National Women's Political Caucus.

Kennedy has been in the forefront of civil rights activity since obtaining her law degree at Columbia University. The author of "Abortion Trap," published by McGraw-Hill, she also recently starred in the film "Black Roots," a documentary chosen by the Museum of Modern Art Films library to be included in its 1970 series and featured at the Leipzig Film Festival.

Topics which will be discussed during informal discussion sessions throughout the day include the following:

The Legal Status of Women: Discussion is expected to include such topics as discrimination in equal employment opportunity, housing, income protection and welfare payments, discrimination by marital status, unfair tax and social security laws and the equal rights amendments introduced in Wisconsin and now before the U.S. Senate.

Sepultration. — Subjects will include the preservation of an over discrimination involving the restriction of customs and practices based on sex; in advertising, in education, in literature and in the role-playing of everyday life.

Marriage, Motherhood, Divorce. — Participants can consider changing marriage and family patterns, broadening horizons for housewives and mothers, alternative life styles for women in general.

Women in Politics. Discussion will focus on the growing awareness of the need for an equal voice and place in government for women and an end to sexism, racism, poverty and violence in life in general.

All sessions will be held in the UWGB Library-Learning Center on the main campus.

Leading the sessions will be Dr. Katheryn Clevernich of the University of Wisconsin, Madison, first national president of the National Organization for Women (NOW); Dr. Patricia Lanier, a Kewaunee physician and national first vice president of the American Association of University Women; Gene Boyer of Beaver Dam, vice president of NOW, and Elizabeth Smith of Madison, chairman of the Governor's Commission on the Status of Women and recently temporary state chairman of the Wisconsin Women's Political Caucus.

Soph Takes First
In MTNA Contest

William Keyes, a Conservatory sophomore, placed first in the Music Teachers' National Association (MTNA) collegiate piano auditions at the five-state divisional competition held in Milwaukeen on Sunday, Feb. 6.

Bill, a student of Theodore Rehl, competed with students from Illinois, Michigan, Indiana, Ohio and Ohio and will go on to the national competition to be held in Portland, Oregon during the national convention of the MTNA March 19-23.

Though he is only a sophomore, Lawrence has had students in the divisional competition; this is the first time a Lawrence student has gone on to compete on the national level.

Advertise in
The Laurentian
Viking Swimmers Win Two, But Fail To Grinnell 39-74

The Lawrence University swimmers, after losing to the powerful Grinnell team, by 46-26, on January 30, came back to defeat Cornell College, 77-15, on February 2.

The Grinnell meet, which took place at the Alumni Gymnasium, was the last of the season for the Vikings. The team finished the season with a record of 8-5-1, and 2-3 in Wisconsin Intercollegiates.

The meet against Cornell was a tough one for the Vikings, who were looking for their first conference win of the season. Despite the loss, the team showed improvement and fought hard throughout the meet.

The Lawrence University swimmers lost by the score of 38-21 to an unfortunately strong team.

The 100 yd. relay team, and Jeff Koshak in the 200 yd. breaststroke were the only events recorded for Lawrence that day. Koshak also secured points for Lawrence by placing third in the 100 yd. free. Other points got by the Vikings included Terry Xillie (second in the 200 yd. free), Craig St. John (first in the 100 yd. free and the 200 yd. free), Paul Jenkins (second in the 200 yd. free), and Dick Brook (third in the 50 yd. free and second in the 200 yd. backstroke).

However, the following day, Lawrence soundly defeated Cornell College, 66-39. Lawrence came from behind an entry in the 100 yd. medley relay and went behind 0-7 in the early part of the meet. A first by Koshak in the 100 yd. free, a second by Peter Mitchell in the 200 yd. free, a first and second by Jenkins and Brook in the 50 yd. free, and a second by Engel in the 200 yd. individual medley put the Lawrence team within striking distance with Cornell leading by one point, 20-21. The next event was required diving, with Saltstein and Tom Oster placing first and second to give the Vikings a lead they never relinquished. Williams then came in with a second in the 200 yd. butterfly. Brook and Koshak then secured the meet by placing first and third in the 200 yd. breaststroke performances in the 200 yd. medley.

Lawrence then came up against heavy opposition in the 400 yd. free, but was able to manage to swim into a third place finish to make the score 43-41 in favor of Jeff Koshak in the 200 yd. breaststroke and Saltstein and Cutter again placed first and second in the diving events.

That next Wednesday, Lawrence walked over Carroll College for the second time in the season. Outstanding performances were two firsts, a second, and a third by Jeff Koshak and a first by Scott Nelson, Dick Brook, Bob Saltstein, and Doug Bregenl. The final tally of points showed Lawrence over Carroll 44-26.

Revising the season's results, Lawrence now finds itself with a 13-3 record. The next meet will be against Knox and Monmouth at Knox on February 10, followed by a meet the following Saturday, February 12, at Grinnell at Lawrence.

School Teacher Leaves $241,700 to Lawrence

(LU) — A retired school principal, Miss Mathews, who led a quiet and unpretentious life in Burlington for 30 years, has bequested $1,061,700 to Lawrence University for student scholarships. Miss Mathews, who died June 28, 1969, at the age of 91, left a similar bequest to Ripon College, and gave $478,000 to the University of Wisconsin.

Lawrence College, was, to say the least, a disappointment. The Lawrence mainstays lost 12, but saw their streak halted by Monmouth 22-13. However, the following day, Lawrence soundly defeated Monmouth 50-24. "We at Lawrence feel an obligation to provide scholarship packages to those qualified students who might not otherwise apply," the president said. "Requests such as the one by Miss Mathews will help us to meet this obligation, and in the years to come many students will benefit from Miss Mathews generosity."
The discussion of whether athletics should be on the varsity level or a club activity has been passing throughout the Lawrence community in recent years. I have felt that the varsity level or a club activity has been passing throughout the whole informal attitude that Lawrence students have with regard to sports. I say that their attitude is informal and not apathetic because there is real interest by virtually every student in at least one sport, whether it be football, paddleball, or ping-pong. The number of participants in paddleball this year is greater than ever before, and there was a surprisingly good turnout at the ping-pong tournament held a few weeks ago. Everyone has a little "jeck" in them.

The reasons that club sports would do well at Lawrence are very simple. First of all, there is little attention payed to training rules or physical appearance. As long as the player's hair doesn't trip him or block his vision, he can have it any length or shape. Next is the reason that there isn't the great pressure to win all the time like there is in the varsity sport. Many club sport activists give their reason for participating as simply a way of getting exercise and having some fun. There is hardly as much travelling to be done in a club sport as compared to the varsity sport. The club sports that we have here now almost always restrict the teams they play to the state of Wisconsin. Contrarily, the varsity teams have to travel to Grinnell, Iowa and Northfield, Minnesota. This leads into the final problem of expense. As things are now, the players in the club sports furnish most of their own equipment. The only major expense to the school is paying the coaches and referees.

Varsity sports, however, do have one good arguing point against all the previous attributes of club sports and that is this. The discipline that is associated with a varsity sport is a major factor in maintaining the level of play under the coach. Granted, our excellent soccer team is an exception to this statement because of their amount of self-discipline and expert de corps. But I cannot help but believe that in my approximately twenty years of following sports, it has been the well-disciplined teams that have come out the best in the long run.

Another arguing point for varsity sports is that they can attract a much more interesting schedule than a club sport. Let me explain what I mean. In a club sport, sometimes situations arise when a game has to be cancelled for any number of possible reasons. This is virtually unheard of in a varsity sport. When a team forfeits a game, you think twice about wasting your time and putting them on your schedule for the next year.

In a nutshell, what I am saying is this. In a school such as Lawrence where general feeling toward highly-organized athletics is toned down, club sports are a great thing, along with just one qualification. That being that it is a sad situation if the quality of play must be lowered to coincide with the new informal feeling toward sports.